
The human clans of the Kestri, Russok, and Ninyi peoples begin to settle the northern lands of the 

Odrian continent.  

Over the course of a century the expansionist Kestri of the Western Ocean island kingdoms, exiled 

Russok peoples of the Kethirian empire to the south, and defeated Ningyi peoples desperate to escape 

enslavement after being driven out from their homeland all settle the Northwestern lands of the Odrian 

continent.   

The Kestri build their first settlement, a deep-water port called Tharo named after their first 

acknowledged King. They slowly begin trading with the island kingdoms from whence they came.  

King Tharo begins exploration of the surrounding lands to the east and encounters orc and human 

barbarian tribes hostile to his intentions. The first Barbarian Wars begin.  

The war goes badly for the Kestri until the ancient Klar (Dwarfs) emerge from their clan homes in the 

surrounding hills and help the Kestri beat back the barbarian hordes winning their first great military 

victory at the Battle of Two Rivers.  

Tharo, the first King of Tharo dies and is laid to rest at Cairn Olgoth behind the walls of his namesake 

city, a city built by both dwarf and human labor. A statue is built in his honor that still stands.  

Kalston, the eldest son of Tharo and her new king, establishes three settlements at Toneta, Naslev and 

Ganis to the North of the River Selor along with two more at Thador and Ordalan to the south of the 

river. The human and dwarf allies battle back orc and human barbarians once again in further Barbarian 

Wars that rage on throughout the expansion.  

During an expedition to the islands southwest of Tharo the Tharian contingent, led by Varis the Earl of 

Thador, meet the Fae for the first time. The Tharian entourage signs an alliance with the elves without 

the knowledge of Kalston and begins trade with the fae seeking the powerful magic that they possess.  

Kalston, the second king of Tharo dies, and is laid to rest at Cairn Olgoth. A statue stands in his honor to 

this day.  

Rukal, the XXXV, King of the Thar discovers that the elves, their ancient enemy, have been trading with 

humans since shortly before the death of Kalston. Enraged he travels to Tharo with a contingent of his 

personal guard to confront Reynald, son of Kalston, the new king. He demands a cessation of all trade 

between Tharo and the fae, threatening the end of a century long alliance if his demands are not met.  

The arrogant Reynald is angered by Rukal’s demand and refuses to cease trade with the Fae, of which he 

knows nothing about due to his lack of attention to kingdom affairs.  Reynald in a fit of ego denies the 

accusation and has the Klaran king and his royal guard cast out of Cairn Olgoth. Humiliated and enraged 

beyond reason Rukal returns to his clan home planning to wage war on Tharo and the elves.  

Reynald travels to Ilhaia, the homeland of the Fae and confronts Varis, the Earl of Thador. Varis had 

been trading with the elves for nearly 20 years and had accumulated much in magical knowledge, 

himself a practitioner of some accomplishment. Reynald is entranced by magical power and makes Varis 

his Right Hand of the Throne, a position that elevates Varis to the second most powerful noble in Tharo.  

 



 

 


